I. INTRODUCTION
Refraction seismology, as it applies to oceanic cxploration. is a novel technique in comparison with traditional reflection techniques. So, it is not strange that the rclated technology has been only dcvcloped to a limited exlent. On the one side, the hardware equipments necessary for signal acquisition, ihe so callcd Ocean Bottom Seismometers (OBSs) are manufactured in a "home-made" manner. and their test and validation is difficult: oceanic exploration takes a long pcriods of time, and sometimes the OBS get lost. making it impossible data validation, and thus tcsling the performance of the OBS itself. On the other sidc, and regarding the processing of signals. thcrc are no references, lo thc best of our knowledge, dealing with the particular application lo refraction scismoloby. Fig. I shows one ofthe OBS units that havc been recently used, and provided the results that will bc described in this papcr.
In an attempt to fill this gap, a combined effort of several research centers has been undcnaken in our country, Spain, trying to cover cvery aspect in this interesling technology. For instance a novel dcsign of OBSs has been carried out.
being the first prototypes now under test [ I l l . The largest Spanish oceanic research vessel, the BioHesperides. has been used as the platform for the scientific cruise. In parallel.
analysis of refraction data, acquired with different OBSs, are being analyzed in order to validate the most adequate signal proccssing techniques.
The aim of this paper is to show the results regarding the signal acquisition and subsequent processing. The techniqucs prcsented here are inspired on well proved techniques used in other kind of seismic exploration. Though we arc taking the first steps, the results obtained look promising.
THE EXPERIMENTS
Thc experiments, developcd during marine campaigns, havc been designed to extract information of the eanh cmst at the ocean bottom, from the refracted waves oblained through an active scismology process. This process is depicted in Fig. 2 . The OBS lays on the ocean bottom and receives the subsequent refracted waves which have been produced by an air gun swept by the vessel under the sea surface. The acoustic wave generated by the air gun propagates through the water and rcaches the sea bottom. To achievc a mcasurable refraction wave, the vessel must be some kilometers away from the OBS position. The direct acoustic wave through the water is also rcceived by the OBS but does not contain relevant information.
THE PROBLEM
One of the main challenges an OBS must facc is the optimization of the amount of information stored. OBS are autonomous systems, submerged for long periods of time. and the information they acquire is retricved only when they rctum to the sea surface. This means that a continuous acquisition. and storagc. is by no means efficient. Thus, it is important to detcct the rclevant instants when the acquisition must start. This corresponds to the instants when the excitation from thc air compressed gun in the vessel arrivcs at the OBS. The correct dctection of the instant of amval of the first signal, and the subsequent reflected and refracted replicas is also important lo measure the sound spced in the diffcrcnt media: water, sediments, etc.
On the other hand. signals must bc compressed as much as possible. without any loss of significanl information. This task can be carried out off-line in many different and efficient ways. However. since the compression must be done by thc OBS, the computational efficiency of the algorithm is a must. In addition. and since four different signals arc typically acquired (three from a geophone and onc from hydrophone), redundant informatioil could be eliminated out of them, and only the indcpcndent information stored.
IV. SOLUTIONS ADOPTED
Wavelet tcchniques h a w played a dominant role in seismic signal processing, and refraction seismoloby will not be an exception. The detection of the time of arival is based on a wavelet decomposition, similar to that employed in [IO] , but making the decision based on the combination of two wavelet coefficients which are dominant in the first portion of the signal.
Regarding compression tcchniques, two alternative methods have been implemented and tested. The tirst one is based on thc techniquc presented in [?,7,9] , which is based I Refrdrtion scisniir Fig. 2 . Seismic refraction on thc wavelet transform of the signal lo bc compressed. The algorithm starts with a proccdure known as zero-tree codification. The comprcssion index obtaincd in this way are rather high, at the expense of introducing some loss: up to 7X% using 8K samples blocks, depending of course on the signal. A subsequent step of lossless codification can bc introduced by using an arithmetic coder, which incrcascs the compression index: an additional 14 % can be obtaincd, depending again on the signal. The main limitation of this technique is its high computational luad. This could be a limitation for the on-line implementation within the OBS.
To cope with this problem, an alternative method was implcmented that is more suitabk for a redl time implcmcnlation in the OBS. The method is based on a first subband codification, as suggested in [I] . The idea is to code each subband proponionally to the information contained in the band, and not in the same way for a11 bands. It goes without saying thal the subband codification introduces losses. In the mmc way as in thc mcthod based on the wavelet transform, an arithmetic coder is addcd as a last stcp, to improve the compression index attained. Typically, thc compression indexes achieved are lowcr than for thc case of wavelet codilication. A maximum indcx of 6X% is obtained for the subband codification. Thc advantage is that the computational load can be reduced by factors over 300.
Regarding the extraction of the indcpendent undcrlying information from the acquired signals. we applied an ICA (Independent Component Analysis) lo the three signals reccived by the geophone [3,4]. In case of, for instance, a dominant p-polarization of the seismic wave, only two components should result. This stcp might also serve to improve thc accuracy of the time of arrival detection, and of course contribute to an additional compression. Our expericncc with the application o f l C A lo the signals at hand shows in fact two dominant, and similar. components with a delay close to 90". However, we cannot claim they correspond to the two components of an elliptically polarized (Raleigh) wave, since we have no yet other alternative procedure to validate such result.
V. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
It is possible to compare original signals and those resulting after the application of the different algorithms. original hodocrunc, what means that no loss of significant information has been produced. Finally, we should note that the refractcd waves should appear in the region below the white curve. Refracted waves travel faster than direct waves received by the OBS through water, since sound speed in solid media is higher than in water. When vcsscl is kilometers away from the OBS, this effect becomes dominant. However, and for the signals at hand, refraction waves are hardly appreciated. This seems to bc due to the poor quality of the original signals, due to the lack of sensitivity of the geophones used. 
